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Main characters

- Eleven year old norm who gets his hand cut off in a meat grinder.
- Norm’s mom’s the co, owner of the meat market.
- Norm’s dad the owner of the meat market.
- Dr.Copernail Norm’s doctor who looked at Norms hand in the meat grinder.
- Norm’s friend that got Norm fireworks for the 4 of July.
SETTING

• The setting is at a meat market. Which Norms dad owns and were norms accident happened.
Point of view

• The point of view of this book is first person.
Norm helps wit his parents meat marketin 1946. hi is looking forward for shooting fire works with his friend. He has not seen fireworks sense world war 2. he loves playing base ball but it is difficult playing sense he got his hand cut off in his famly meat grinder. Based loosely on her husband’s life, author MJ Auch portrays the real struggles, frustrations and successes Norman faces every day.
Book review

• The book the one handed catch. Was very good because it kept u interested in the book I don’t like to read but this book I could not stop reading. I recommend this book.

• By Mj Auch.
• Mj Auch is award winning author of numerous books for young readers including both contemporary and historical fiction. Among her many novels are Wing Nut and Ashes of Roses. Which was named an a la best book for young adults.